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 This honors thesis covers the planning, development, and implementation of system 
controls and human-machine interface (HMI) for a demonstration plant growth chamber. The 
work is a continuation of an ongoing project to be used as an educational and recruiting tool 
manifesting the skills acquired from the Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department at 
the University of Arkansas’ College of Engineering. This work includes emergency controls, 
overall design interface, and controls for both the aeration and lighting subsystems of the growth 
chamber. 
 Overall design interface controls established included development of two user modes, 
Administrator and Visitor. The Administrator user will have full access to system controls, while 
Visitor users have limited access intended for more educational and exploratory use. Each of the 
subsystems include differing controls for administrators and visitors.  
 Aeration system controls were designed with three modes: automatic, manual, and 
visitor. Automatic controls allow an administrator to determine the conditions under which the 
system will ventilate or recirculate air. Manual controls allow an administrator to switch aeration 
mode on command. Visitor controls were developed to overlap with manual controls, with the 
intention that subsequent work on the growth chamber project  will expand upon these controls 
as the system is transitioned from a prototype to the final demonstration unit. 
 Lighting system controls were broken into three segments: Calibration, Movement, and 
Power. Each of the segments has an automatic and manual mode, and both movement and power 
controls have extended Visitor control regulations. Light Calibration controls ensure proper 
functioning of Light Movement controls, which involve raising and lowering the light fixture. 
Lighting power controls tell the lamps when to turn on or off. Automatic modes maintain system 
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functions based on user-defined setpoints without requiring additional input; for example, the 
user can set lamps to turn on at 6 AM and off at 6 PM if they want to simulate a diurnal cycle. 
Manual modes allow users to directly make changes to the system functions. Visitor controls are 






 This honors thesis is a continuation of a project initiated by a group of senior biological 
engineering students in August 2019. These seniors (Sam Carrol, Mike Gasasu, McKenzie Gillit, 
and Nicholas Cross) began the project to fulfill their senior design requirements under the 
guidance of Dr. Thomas Costello and Mr. Joseph Chidiac. The team was tasked with developing 
a food production system meeting the needs of a small local community. The focus of the final 
project evolved, was entitled “Design of an Indoor Herb or Greens Growth Chamber with Multi-
User Access,” and consisted of an evaluation of alternatives for and eventually construction of a 
semi-autonomous hydroponic system.  
The team selected a hydroponic system following a review of relevant literature which 
revealed the increased yield and efficiency combined with decreased fertilizer requirements and 
decreased susceptibility to contamination and diseases of hydroponic systems in comparison to 
traditional systems (Barbosa et al., 2015; Cross, 2020; Sharma et al., 2019). The team evaluated 
multiple hydroponic system alternatives before ultimately selecting an Ebb & Flow system 
(Cross, 2020). With the system type decided, the original team developed a design prototype for 
the hydroponic system, with the intent for the final system to be built and kept in White 
Engineering Hall as an educational and recruiting tool. The goal was for the growth chamber to 
allow users (visitors, prospective students, first year engineering students) to manipulate the 
operations of the lighting, ventilation, and irrigation subsystems by interacting with a Human- 
Machine Interface (HMI) connected to the system using a Programmable Logic Controller 





Figure 1: Prototype configuration designed by original senior design team, including heating mat (purple), hydroponic 
growth tray (light gray), plexiglass growth chamber (light blue), plant pots (green), aeration ducts (tan), blower (red), and 
lights (yellow) (Carrol et al., 2020). 
 
 
Figure 2: Current Chamber Prototype. Note, lights seen above the chamber in this image are temporary, as lighting 




Figure 3: This image shows the wall-mounted lighting system. When this system is installed in White Engineering Hall, 
the metal mounts, linear actuator, and pulleys will be concealed above the ceiling tiles. 
 
Problem Statement 
 The senior design project evaluated and optimized the aforementioned subsystems from a 
social, economic, and environmental standpoint, but design of the HMI and programming of the 
PLC were not included in the initial design phases. In order to meet the intended goal of 
providing the hydroponic system as an educational tool for the use of the Biological and 
Agricultural Engineering Department, further work was needed to link the various sensors and 
actuators controlling the lighting, irrigation, and ventilation subsystems to the PLC with 
appropriate ladder logic and human-machine interface (HMI). This logic must be integrated with 
the HMI to allow the target audience, namely tour groups of high school students and interested 
freshmen engineering students, to interact with the system. The HMI must be planned to 
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encourage interaction with and learning from the system, ease of use for the target audience, and 
constraints to protect the plants from life-threatening alterations to the environment within the 
chamber. 
Design Goals 
 The goal for this thesis project was to develop the HMI and PLC controls for the aeration 
and lighting subsystems. Of the three subsystems controlled for the chamber, the aeration system 
was expected to be the most complex because it requires two operating modes – ventilation and 
recirculation – in addition to automated or manual control modes. Also, three types of sensors – 
temperature, carbon dioxide, and relative humidity – are used to evaluate this system at any 
given time and determine which mode the system should be operating in based on the user’s 
setpoints. The other systems were expected to require only one or two sensor types each. Upon 
completion of control logic for both subsystems, the lighting system was found to be more 
complex due to the higher number of controls required to raise and lower the lights, calibrate the 
system, establish operating hours, and prepare the system for visitor use. (Note: for the duration 
of this paper, the three individual LED light fixtures included in this system will be referred to as 
“lamps,” and the platform and lamps together will be referred to as the “light” or “lights.”) 
 In tandem with completion of the HMI for the subsystems, the general interface for the 
system controls needed to be decided upon. For the final system to function as an educational 
tool, the original design team wanted the ability for visitors to log in and interact with the various 
subsystems in a constrained manner to protect the plants within the chamber. A separate log-in 
was also required to allow system administrators to interact with all parameters of the system in 
an uninhibited manner. Accomplishing such access controls was a secondary but also critical 
goal for this project. 
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Review of Relevant Literature and Technology 
Automated Plant Growth Systems 
 Since the mid-1970s, researchers have been developing automated systems to both 
monitor and facilitate plant growth (Durst, et al., 2003; Kacira and Ling, 2001; Sweet and 
Simmonds, 1976). The research of Sweet and Simmonds (1976) focused on designing a chamber 
to grow plants as part of a life support system and study for astronauts.  While some of the 
environmental factors that these researchers controlled are not necessary for a terrestrial growth 
chamber, the basic design requirements of their chamber (light quantity and timing, CO2, 
temperature, humidity, and irrigation controls) were the same as those identified by the senior 
design team in 2019. By 2003, the growth chambers similar to Sweet and Simmonds (1976) were 
operational on the International Space Station (Durst et al., 2003).  
While the precedent of designing an automated system to monitor and facilitate plant 
growth has been demonstrated, searching for small automated, interactive plant growth systems 
designed for purely terrestrial use yielded few results. The most similar project found was 
published in 2016, and included a hydroponic system coupled with a lighting system, controlled 
by a PLC with an integrated HMI (Chacko et al., 2016). The controls were based on the herb 
species growing in the chamber and did not allow users to change set-points for individual 
process parameters (Chacko et al., 2016).  They noted the lack of published research in the 
design of small, highly automated, combined hydroponic and lighting systems.    
User-Friendly HMI Design 
 To best facilitate plant growth, the automated system should clearly display information 
about the various systems being observed and provide for user interaction with the lights and 
ventilation with an interface that is effective and intuitive. In the interest of designing such a 
system, care must be taken to ensure the human-machine interface (HMI), which uses interactive 
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screens to allow users to interact with and change automated machine processes, is 
straightforward and engaging (Agrawal et al., 2014). Although user-friendliness of a program or 
interface is to a degree inherently subjective, researchers can rate user-friendliness by focusing 
on minimizing potential for errors in operation and maximizing efficient operation (Dransfeld 
and Lodgaard, 2020). Most applied HMI research found was in the areas of effective and safe 
HMI design for use in automobiles or industrial settings. However, the basic principles of 
effectual design are similar: users should be given at least some knowledge of the system being 
controlled, allowing them to make educated choices in guiding it; colors should be strategically 
chosen, limiting excessive use of distracting colors or flashing elements; text elements should be 
easily legible, but their inclusion limited to only the essential (Dransfeld and Lodgaard, 2020; 
Agrawal et al., 2014).  An engineer who worked in the chemical and food process industries that 
we interviewed confirmed this advice and stressed that HMI screens should use a consistent 
format, and should be as simple and clear as possible (personal communication, Mr. Matthew 
Kelly, April 12, 2021). 
Growth Chamber System Description 
 The growth chamber being constructed will include aeration, lighting, and irrigation 
subsystems which are automated and capable of supporting plant life. The plants growing within 
the system currently are oregano and mint, and each of the subsystems are constructed and 
functional. The system has not been assembled, and at this stage it is still a prototype, but the 
current subsystem setups are described here. 
The blower providing air circulation within the system is connected to duct piping in the 
form of perforated PVC pipes. Three valves are connected to the duct piping, allowing the 
blower to either recirculate air within the system or, by switching which valves are open, to draw 
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in fresh air from outside the tank, which is referred to throughout this paper as, “Ventilating,” or, 
“Ventilation.” Construction of the aeration system was completed by Nick Cross for his honors 
thesis (2020). 
The lighting subsystem is hung from a steel frame and connected with cable and pulleys 
to a linear actuator which will raise and lower the lights as necessary. This subsystem is currently 
separate from the chamber itself, as it was designed to be wall-mounted, and the chamber is 
being kept in an open space at the University Research Farm. Construction of the lighting 
hardware was completed by Christian Hitt for his honors thesis, which will be completed in 
spring 2021. Once the subsystem is assembled, proximity switches will be included at the upper 
and lower limits of the linear actuator’s movement range to inform the PLC when the light 
framework reaches these positions. These switches were connected to complete testing of the 
lighting controls, but they are not currently integrated into the lighting subsystem. 
The irrigation subsystem is supplied with a nutrient solution to sustain plant growth. A 
pump connected to an independent timer supplies water to the system.  When the pump is turned 
off, water drains by gravity through the base of the chamber back into the water tank through the 
pump. Clay beads are used in place of soil to keep the water clean and prevent clogging of the 
pump. Planning for the irrigation and nutrient addition schedules was completed by Rebecca 
Widdowson for her honors thesis, to be completed in spring 2021. Controls for this subsystem 
are outside the scope of this thesis work. 
PLC Hardware and Software 
 Control of the systems described above will be achieved by connecting each subsystem to 
a programmable logic controller (PLC). The PLC used for this project is an Allen-Bradley 
product which pairs with Rockwell Automation’s Studio5000 Logix Designer and FactoryTalk 
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View Studio software. Studio5000 Logix Designer software is used to design control algorithms 
by allowing the user to create and define “tags,” which store different types of information based 
on their configuration, and write “ladder logic,” which can be downloaded to a programmable 
logic controller and used to run an automated system. FactoryTalk View Studio is an HMI design 
software which connects with Studio5000 and allows users to create and connect multiple 
screens which can be navigated using virtual push buttons. When connected with Studio5000 
ladder logic, FactoryTalk allows users to populate these screens with various push buttons, 
indicators, and graphics which can be programmed to change based on the values of tags in the 
ladder logic or effect system changes by forcing tag value changes. 
Ladder logic is essentially a series of “If / then” statements in which certain actions are 
performed (“then” statements) when the pre-defined criteria are met (“if” conditions). Each 
statement is called a rung, and each rung of the ladder logic contains one independent statement. 
Rungs are rapidly scanned, from left to right on a given rung, and then sequentially from the top 
rung to the bottom rung, by the PLC. When the conditional “if” statements on rungs are true, the 
PLC will then perform the action specified in the “then” portion of the rung. When any of the 
conditions specified in the “if” portion of the rung are false, the PLC stops scanning that rung 
without completing the “then” portion of the rung and continues scanning the following rungs. 




Figure 4: Example rung of ladder logic. When scanned by the PLC, this rung says “If the Emergency Stop button 
(MainVirtualStop) is energized (pressed on the HMI), move a zero to the main operation mode (MainOpMode) to ‘Stop’ 
and make sure the light calibration (LightCaleAutoMode) is stopped.” Each rung includes a rung comment (the text seen 
above the rung). These comments identify the system the rung impacts (“Main Operation (Virtual System) Controls”), the 
control loop of the system that rung pertains to (“Stop Process”), and what the rung is supposed to be doing in that 
system (“When Virtual Stop button is pressed… (Waiting).”)  Individual tags can also be given descriptions, and when 
the tag is used these descriptions appear above the operator containing the tag (E.g., above the “MOV” operation in the 
rung, “0 = Stop; 1 = Ready; 2 = Start” is a comment to identify the purpose of each possible MainOpMode value.).  
 Because rungs are scanned from left to right by the PLC, the rung shown in Figure 4 is 
telling the machine, “If the MainVirtualStop tag is energized (has a value of 1, rather than zero), 
then move a value 0 to the MainOpMode tag and move a value of 0 to the LightCalAutoMode 
tag.” Based on the subsequent rungs of ladder logic, the changed tag values from this rung will 
cause the system to enter “Stop” mode, as described in the next section, and cause the automatic 
light calibration mode to be set to “Waiting.” This rung is relatively simple for ladder logic; 
some rungs are more complicated, and with careful planning system designers can automate 
intricate systems using a combination of simple and complex rungs. 
The tags used in this system were primarily either the Boolean datatype, which can have 
a value of either “0” or “1,” or the Real datatype, which permits for the largest range of positive, 
zero, or negative values allowed by Studio5000. Other tag types used are described within the 
relevant sections below. Each tag could operate only within the ladder logic; be used as an 
“Alias” for information coming from or to the PLC hardware, such the voltage output given by a 
sensor; or be connected to the HMI to allow for user interaction. 
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Process of Design and Development 
 Note on pronoun use throughout this work: Sometimes the first-person voice is used to 
provide clarity within this paper. Much of the reporting for this thesis uses “we,” and often I 
decided to use this pronoun due to the collaborative nature of the project concerned. This work, 
as noted above, was completed alongside a team of other students, our mutual mentor, and the 
previous design team. With that being said, the work listed here was delegated to me, and I had 
the responsibility for implementing controls decided upon by both myself and the group as a 
whole. Many of the design choices regarding the HMI and control implementation were my own, 
and the writing here is my work with some suggestions from my mentor.  
Each subsystem was designed using the following sequence of design and development: 
• Pseudo-Coding 
• Preliminary Coding in Rockwell Studio5000 software 
• Verifying Logic/Syntax at Design Time 
• Full-System Functional Testing (and Re-Working) 
The narrative in this section includes a description of all of these phases except the last one.  
Full-system testing will be described in a later section of this report. 
Design Scope and Constraints 
  Based upon the completed review of pertinent literature included above, system design 
was initiated and completed as described in the following sections. The scope for this project 
included: 




• Completion and implementation of coding to alternate aeration system between 
ventilating and recirculating air through the system based on combined sensor readings 
and user setpoints. 
• Completion and implementation of coding to turn lamps on and off and to raise and lower 
lights based on combined sensor readings and user setpoints. 
• Including both automatic and manual controls for aeration and lighting systems. 
• Development of interactive HMI allowing for two main users: Administrators and 
Visitors. 
• For Administrative controls: 
o Ability to change setpoints determining current aeration and lighting settings. 
o Ability to manually set system to desired functionality (ex: manually power lamps 
on or off, raise or lower lights, ventilate system, etc.). 
• For Visitor controls: 
o Ability to manually set system to desired functionality (ex: manually power lamps 
on or off, raise or lower lights, ventilate system, etc.). 
The main system constraint was the plants themselves; every aspect of design was planned to 
ensure the environment within the chamber would continue to support their growth and 
development. A secondary constraint was to limit visitor access to prevent them from altering 
administrative controls. 
Design Methods 
The logic designer, myself in this case, can name each tag within their control logic 
however they wish as long as each new tag is given a unique name. While some designers may 
choose short tag names to minimize the number of characters in the ladder logic, I decided to 
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name tags following a general format which led to longer tag names. First, I included the system 
the tag was concerned with, either “Light,” “Lamp,” or “Vent,” for lighting, lamps, or aeration, 
and “Main” or “Visitor” for overall system and visitor controls, respectively. From there, the tag 
name includes a functional identifier, such as “RHmax,” to refer to the upper setpoint for relative 
humidity. Following a general format to name the tags should make it easier for the future 
students, technicians, and faculty working with this system to interpret ladder logic in the event 
changes are required. 
Ladder Control Tactics 
When planning ladder logic, it is useful to divide processes into sections, referred to as 
“control loops.” For example, receiving an input from a sensor, processing that signal, acting on 
operator feedback, and sending an output to the appropriate actuator, would be a single control 
loop. We organized the ladder logic so sequential rungs could be grouped by control loop, with 
each task associated with a given loop being completed before continuing on to tasks for the next 
loop. The groups are noted in the comment above each rung; I standardized the comments so 
they follow the general formula “System Controlled > Control Loop Name > Step in Control 
Loop.” See Figure 4 above for an example of a rung comment and its interpretation. 
We further organized ladder logic using various control modes. These modes function to 
record the desired operation of a control algorithm on a ladder rung after scrutinizing sensor data 
and operator settings. These modes allow the PLC to store intermediate results, which may 
sometimes be overruled by subsequent ladder logic, and convey the results to a final group of 
rungs in each section which actuates the hardware outputs.  
Rapid actuation and shut off of relays and other outputs can be damaging to system 
hardware. Such relay chatter occurs when one rung or part of logic actuates a digital output and a 
subsequent rung turns it back off. This chatter can be avoided by only connecting each hardware-
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connected output to a single rung. Compound logic is required to properly achieve these controls 
because all scenarios which may actuate the specific hardware channel must be analyzed within 
the one actuating rung. For many rungs following this strategy, the left (“if”) side of the rung is 
organized into a decision-tree of possible options which could turn a device on or off. By having 
the PLC store intermediate control mode values and overrule those values as necessary prior to 
scanning the single rung which will actuate or turn off an output, logic is simplified. Previous 
work of sifting through sensor data and identifying actionable scenarios is then distilled into a 
single command for the actuator. 
HMI Design Choices 
To control ladder logic once it has been downloaded to the PLC, a corresponding 
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) must be designed. The subsequent sections include screenshots 
of the various screens designed to facilitate user control of the growth chamber, as well as 
descriptions of the virtual buttons and graphics on the screens and the tags associated with those 




Figure 5: HMI Screen Navigation Flowchart. Arrows show forward navigation options between screens; return options 
have been implemented but are not shown for clarity. Gold screens are under construction but will be included in future 
work. 
Throughout my design, I attempted to use uniform colors to allow users to intuitively 
interact with the HMI. For example, for objects that simply display values but do not allow user 
interaction, I used a dark gray color.  For buttons that allowed user interaction I tried to use the 
same color for each related button on the subsystem control screen. Buttons usually include text 
displaying the current mode or setting, and this text will change to reflect changes in mode or 
settings when buttons are pressed. For example, a button which determines whether a subsystem 
is in manual or automatic control mode will have a text label identifying the button (ex: 
“Aeration Mode”), the current mode displayed on the button (ex: “Manual”), and button text will 
change to the opposing mode when pressed. For some buttons, color changes as well as text (For 
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example, lamp power buttons turn either green to indicate “ON” or red to indicate “OFF”). As 
with color choices, I attempted to keep labeling consistent across control screens to increase 
user-friendliness. Numeric indicators, such as those depicting sensor readouts or allowing users 
to change system parameter setpoints, are labeled with the sensor type and appropriate units. 
Beyond color and labeling, I tried to depict buttons as raised and indicators as inset on the 
screen. Where users could change the value of a numeric indicator, I overlapped the button to 
enable numeric input with its associated numeric indicator, allowing users to press the indicator 
to change its value. Implementation of these and other design choices is called out in the sections 
below. 
Overall Process Control Ladder Logic and HMI 
I decided to organize the design/development process documentation according to control tasks. 
The description of work completed for both logic and interface for each task is included in the 
following subsections. 
Safety and Emergency Process Controls 
 All automated processes should be analyzed for possible hazards or system mishaps, and 
controls or protocols in the event of such conditions should be implemented. For our system, 
there are few, if any, safety hazards to users or passers-by. The design layout of the lights is 
inherently safe, as the pulleys and linear actuator will be located above the ceiling tiles when the 
final design is implemented. Therefore, there will be no exposed pinch points, and there should 
be no obstructions to the movement of the linear actuator. The lighting system was designed so 
the minimum and maximum travel of the linear actuator will be within a safe range of motion for 
the lights, preventing possibility of collision with either ceiling tiles or the chamber surface. 
Additionally, the inclusion of limit switches withing the control logic allow minimum and 
maximum movement to be further constrained if necessary after assembling the system in White 
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Hall. Likewise, failures of the aeration system should be harmless to all people, although any 
system failure could result in death of the plants in the system. Linear actuators will be covered 
with a clear container, along with the blower, eliminating any pinch points. Furthermore, the 
lighting and aeration subsystems have no risk of creating a spill or serious nuisance event, 
though this possibility should be considered when planning controls for the pumping system. 
 Because there are no major hazards which could result in injury or nuisance to people 
should a mishap occur, inclusion of overall process controls is, at this point, a matter of 
convenience. The controls allow operators to stop and shutdown the process while maintenance 
occurs should a subsystem malfunction. The term “Emergency” in relation to the process 
controls was retained as an education feature to alert students to industrial process safety 
protocols.  The shut-down buttons were included in the design for this system to allow an 
administrator to shutdown the process in the event of any control failures. Upon pressing a 
virtual button on the HMI, these controls allow the administrator to prevent actuation of the air 
valves, lamps, or lighting system linear actuator. Once the pump controls are designed and 
integrated into the current ladder logic, the overall process controls will be adjusted to prevent 
sending power to the pump when the system is stopped. To accomplish these design goals, three 
modes for the process controls were developed and defined as follows: 
• “Stop” mode:  
o Turns the aeration mode to “Ventilation” and the automatic light calibration mode 
to “Waiting” 
o Prevents the PLC from sending voltage to any system actuators, including the 
relay controlling the aeration system, the linear actuator which raises and lowers 
the light, and lamps themselves. 
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o See Table 1 below for descriptions of tags and their functionality. 
o Associated ladder rungs (see Appendix 1): 
▪ Rungs 0, 5 
• “Ready” mode:  
o Prevents the PLC from sending voltage to the above system actuators and 
provides a safety for administrators to check subsystems before confirming the 
system is ready to start. This mode essentially indicates the process is ready to 
start while giving the user time to make any final adjustments or perform any final 
checks necessary prior to starting the system. 
o See Table 1 below for descriptions of tags and their functionality. 
o Associated ladder rungs (see Appendix 1): 
▪ Rung 1 
• “Start” mode:  
o Allows full use of the HMI and control of the actuators for both the aeration and 
lighting subsystems. 
o See Table 1 below for descriptions of these tags and their functionality. 
o Associated ladder rungs (see Appendices 1-5): 
▪ Rung 2 
▪ Rungs 4-43 
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Table 1: Emergency Process Control Tags. 
Tag Name Tag Type Description of Tag Function / Purpose 
MainVirtualStop BOOL This tag is connected directly to the 
HMI’s virtual stop button; pressing the 
button changes the tag value from “0” to 
“1,” and stops the process as described 
under “‘Stop’ mode” above. 
MainVirtualReset BOOL This tag is connected directly to the 
HMI’s virtual reset button; pressing the 
button changes the tag value from “0” to 
“1,” and indicates the process is ready to 
start as described under “‘Ready’ mode” 
above. 
MainVirtualStart BOOL This tag is connected directly to the 
HMI’s virtual start button; pressing the 
button changes the tag value from “0” to 
“1,” and starts the process as described 
under “‘Start’ mode” above. 
MainOpMode REAL This tag is programmed to have values of 
either “0,” “1,” or “2,” based on the 
desired operating mode. When the 
MainVirtualStop tag has a value of “1,” 
the MainOpMode tag value will change 
to “0,” stopping the system process. 
When the MainVirtualReset tag has a 
value of “1,” the MainOpMode tag value 
will change to “1,” indicating the process 
is ready to start. When the 
MainVirtualStart tag has a value of “1,” 
the MainOpMode tag value will change 
to “2,” starting the process. Rungs 4-43 
require the MainOpMode tag to have a 
value of “2” as a condition to their being 
read by the PLC. 
VentModeOnRelay BOOL When this tag has a value of “0,” the 
aeration system will be in Recirculation 
Mode, and when it has a value of “1,” the 
system will be in Ventilation mode. 
Because situations requiring an 
emergency stop of system processes 
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Tag Name Tag Type Description of Tag Function / Purpose 
could take a prolonged amount of time to 
resolve, it is safer for the plants if the 
system is in Ventilation mode than 
Recirculation Mode during stopped 
periods. For more information on these 
aeration modes, see the “Aeration System 
Ladder Logic and HMI Controls” section 
below. 
LightCalAutoMode REAL This tag determines the phase the light 
calibration is in at any given time. When 
the calibration is not active, the tag has a 
value of “0,” when it begins, it is set to 
“1,” and it proceeds to change to “2” and 
“3” as it moves through the calibration 
steps. The tag value changes to “4” 
prevents the system from calibrating 
multiple times in one hour when it is set 
to automatically calibrate. For more 
information on light calibration, see the 
“Lighting System Calibration Controls” 
section below. 
 
HMI connections for the Emergency Controls (see Figure 6) were included on the Master 
Administrator Controls, Administrator Aeration Controls, Administrator Light Controls, Master 
Administrator Data Logging, and individual Administrator data-logging screens as a group of 
momentary contact push buttons with an indicator displaying the current mode. If any threat to 
human wellbeing existed, this group of buttons would have been included on every screen, along 








Administrative and Visitor Controls 
In addition to these emergency process controls, Administrative and Visitor Controls had 
to be designed and implemented separately. Two main alternatives were considered when 
deciding how to separate visitor and administrator controls. The first alternative was to allow 
visitors and administrators to view the same HMI screens but require a PIN to use certain 
features, such as changing setpoints for the aeration modes. This would allow the visitor more 
clarity to see the inner workings of the process, but less freedom to interact with the process 
themselves, as the actions they could perform would essentially be limited to turning on manual 
mode and toggling between ventilation or recirculation mode for aeration and raising or lowering 
the light for lighting controls. This alternative would then also require a timer which would set 
the system back to automatic mode after a certain period of time elapsed. Unless the options 
available for visitors to change were explicitly called out within the HMI, this alternative would 
likely be unclear and frustrating to users as they attempted to press virtual buttons but were 
constantly prompted for a PIN. 
 The second alternative was to create a master login screen, where each user would log in 
as either an administrator or a visitor. Once logged in, they would have access to different 
screens with varying degrees of functionality depending on which user they logged in as. I 
decided the second option was preferable because it would allow me to offer a wider range of 
interaction options to visitors without frustrating them with unusable features, and it would allow 
administrators more streamlined options to interact with the system. 
 To create this login function within FactoryTalk View Studio, I began by creating three 
classes of users: Default, Visitor, and Administrator. The Default user was necessary to view the 
main login screen and requires no login credentials. Default users cannot navigate beyond the 
main login screen, meaning they cannot adjust any of the operating modes or settings. Once 
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logged in as a visitor or administrator, the “Current User” display changes from “Default” to the 
logged in user. Once logged in, the user can select an option on the login screen to go to 
Administrator controls or Visitor controls. While this current set up is not fully optimized, it is 
functional and provides a starting point for further improvements. Some ideas for possible 
improvements on this system are listed in the “Recommendations for Subsequent Work” section 
below. 
To determine which displays were visible to the different users, I assigned each screen a 
security key and gave the users access to the appropriate security keys. For example, the main 
login screen was assigned security key “A,” and the Default user was allowed access to only 
those displays assigned security key “A.” In the same way, the Visitor user was given access to 
screens assigned security keys “A” or “B,” and the Administrator user was given access to 
screens assigned security keys “A,” “B,” or “C,” meaning they can navigate to any display 
within the HMI. The main login screen in its current state is included as Figure 7 below. The “Go 
To Administrator Controls” and “Go To Visitor Controls” buttons shown are Goto Display 
buttons, allowing users to open different screens within the HMI. The Visitor Controls currently 
consist of a single HMI screen, discussed further below. When users navigate to Administrative 
Controls, they are directed to a master control screen (Figure 8) from which they can view a 





Figure 7: Current Main HMI Login display. The tank diagram provides a limited system status summary by revealing which lamps are on (yellow) or off (light gray), 
and whether the system is in ventilation or recirculation mode. The current logged in user is displayed under “Current User:” and could show Default, Visitor, or 





Figure 8: Administrative Controls master screen. Inset gray boxes are numeric displays which do not allow user interaction, while the raised purple, yellow, blue, green, 
and red buttons to the left allow the user to navigate between screens. Total Process Control buttons provide emergency controls to administrators. 
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Currently, the visitors only have access to two screens within the HMI, the main login 
screen and a single control screen which includes displays of all the sensors currently connected 
to the PLC as well as manual controls for the lamps, light, and aeration system. Controls for the 
visitors were established by creating a Visitor Control Mode. This mode required one Boolean 
tag, VisitorControlOn, to be created. In the final design, I want to energize this tag any time the 
“Go To Visitor Controls” button is pressed or the Visitor Controls Master screen is opened. I 
attempted to achieve this by placing a maintained push button connected to the VisitorControlOn 
tag under the “Go To Visitor Controls” button shown in Figure 7, meaning when the “Go To 
Visitor Controls” button was pressed, this tag’s value would change from “0” to “1.” 
Unfortunately, FactoryTalk does not allow this functionality, so an alternative will need to be 
developed. The interim solution I implemented was an extra push button and panel on the Visitor 
Control Master screen which allows users to toggle Visitor Controls on and off. This panel was 
also included on the Administrator Master Control screen, allowing them to turn off Visitor 
Controls before they navigate to any process control screens.  
When the VisitorControlOn tag is actuated, the light movement controls (controlled by 
the LightMoveManualModeBooleanOn tag) and the aeration controls (controlled by the 
VentModeAuto tag) are switched to manual. See the “Aeration System Ladder Logic and HMI 
Controls” and “Lighting System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls” sections below for more 
information on these controls. Figure 9 below shows the current visitor control screen. 





Figure 9: Visitor Controls master screen. Inset gray boxes are numeric displays which do not allow user interaction, while the buttons within the “Manual Light 
Controls” and “Manual Aeration Controls” panels allow users to raise and lower the lights, turn lamps on or off, and toggle aeration modes. The chamber diagram in 
the lower left displays current aeration mode, and the lamp diagrams turn gray or yellow to reflect current on or off status of each lamp.  Animation of some of these 
control objects can be added at a later date to improve the educational experience for the visitor.  Suggestions are included in the “Recommendations for Subsequent 
Work” section of this thesis. 
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Aeration System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls 
 Prior to HMI design, the actuating valves and sensors for the aeration system were 
connected to the PLC. This work was completed with input from Dr. Costello and help from 
Nicholas Cross, who completed his thesis on developing the functionality of the aeration system 
(Cross, 2020). Per Nicholas’s input, the subsystem’s PLC controls included two modes: 
Recirculation Mode and Ventilation Mode. In Recirculation Mode, the valve allowing air into 
the chamber is closed, and the air within the chamber is pumped out through a valve at the top of 
the chamber, and then through the blower, and back into the bottom of the chamber. This mode 
creates a closed system which recirculates the same air, allowing plants to remove carbon 
dioxide from the system and increase the relative humidity and oxygen in the system as 
photosynthesis occurs. The closed system also leads to heat buildup from the lights, so an air 
temperature sensor was included to prevent the plants from overheating. When any one of these 
three measured air characteristics (relative humidity, carbon dioxide, or temperature) moves 
outside the optimal range selected by the user, the subsystem switches into Ventilation Mode.  In 
Ventilation Mode, the valve is opened to allow air from the outside to enter the chamber.  
Another valve opens to allow inside air to exhaust through an external air filter.  This 
introduction of fresh air continues until the air characteristics move back into the desirable range. 
The full ladder logic used to establish these modes is included in Appendix 2.  
Once I knew the physical requirements of the system, I began brainstorming regarding 
the best ways to implement these controls and allow for user control over this subsystem. We 
wanted the administrator to have full access to the sensor data and the ability to change the 
setpoints outside of which Aeration Mode would be initiated, but we also wanted the system to 
run without constant oversight by the administrator. Furthermore, we wanted the administrator to 
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have the option of manually changing the aeration mode as necessary. For visitor controls, we 
wanted a limited version of the same functionality. 
 To address the first issue, I chose to create two modes, automatic and manual. In 
automatic mode, the PLC controls the ventilation or recirculation system based on sensor 
readings and the setpoints set by the administrator. This allows the administrator to oversee the 
functioning of the system without being constantly present to take needed action. In manual 
mode, the administrator would be able to directly switch the system into ventilation or 
recirculation mode with just the push of a button. Below, see a summary of the key tags and 
functions performed by the aeration ladder logic: 
• Environment sensing:  
o To protect the plants from adverse conditions caused by lack of fresh air, three 
sensors were added to the chamber, including: 
▪ Temperature 
▪ Relative Humidity 
▪ Carbon Dioxide 
o See Table 2 below for descriptions of tags and their functionality. 
o Associated rungs (see Appendix 2 for aeration control ladder logic): 
▪ Rung 4 
• Automatic Aeration Controls 
o Change the ventilation mode based on user-defined high and low setpoints for 
each of the environmental parameters listed above. 
o See Table 2 below for descriptions of tags and their functionality. 
o Associated ladder rungs (see Appendix 2): 
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▪ Rung 5 
• Manual Aeration Controls  
o Allows the user to decide when to manually toggle between aeration modes 
o See Table 2 below for descriptions of tags and their functionality. 
o Associated ladder rungs (see Appendix 2): 
▪ Rung 5 
Table 2: Aeration system control tags. 




Description of Tag Function / 
Purpose 
VentTempRawIn N/A DINT This tag is an aliased tag which 
contains the raw voltage input from 
the temperature sensor. Using a 
calibration equation, this value is 
converted to a Fahrenheit value. 
VentTempFahrenheit Automatic 
Aeration 
REAL This tag stores the Fahrenheit value 
obtained from plugging the 
VentTempRawIn value into the 




REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the maximum temperature 
setpoint. When the temperature 
surpasses this setpoint, the aeration 
system will switch to ventilation 




REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the minimum temperature 
setpoint. When the temperature 
surpasses this setpoint, the aeration 
system will switch to ventilation 








Description of Tag Function / 
Purpose 
VentRHRawIn N/A DINT This tag is an aliased tag which 
contains the raw voltage input from 
the relative humidity sensor. Using a 
calibration equation, this value is 
converted to a percentage. 
VentRHPercentage Automatic 
Aeration 
REAL This tag stores the relative humidity 
percentage obtained from plugging 
the VentRHRawIn value into the 




REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the maximum relative 
humidity setpoint. When the relative 
humidity surpasses this setpoint, the 
aeration system will switch to 
ventilation mode if automatic 
controls are being utilized. 
VentRHMin Automatic 
Aeration 
REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the minimum relative 
humidity setpoint. When the relative 
humidity surpasses this setpoint, the 
aeration system will switch to 
ventilation mode if automatic 
controls are being utilized. 
VentCO2RawIn N/A DINT This tag is the raw voltage input from 
the carbon dioxide sensor. Using a 
calibration equation, this value is 
converted to concentration measured 
in parts per million (ppm). 
VentCO2ppm Automatic 
Aeration 
REAL This tag stores the CO2 concentration 
obtained from plugging the 
VentCO2RawIn value into the carbon 
dioxide sensor’s calibration equation. 
VentCO2Max Automatic 
Aeration 
REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the maximum CO2 setpoint. 
When the CO2 is between this 
setpoint and the minimum setpoint, 
the aeration system stay in ventilation 
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Description of Tag Function / 
Purpose 




REAL This tag is connected to the HMI and 
stores the value the administrator 
inputs as the minimum CO2 setpoint. 
When the CO2 falls below this 
setpoint, the aeration system will 
switch to ventilation mode if 
automatic controls are being utilized. 
MainOpMode Main System 
Operation 
REAL See Table 1. 
VentModeAuto Automatic or 
Manual 
Aeration 
BOOL When this tag is energized (has a 
value of “1”), the aeration system will 





BOOL When this tag is energized (has a 
value of “1”), the PLC sends a digital 
output voltage to the relay controlling 
the aeration system valves, and the 
aeration system will be in Ventilation 
Mode. When the tag is not energized 
(has a value of “0”), the system will 
be in recirculation mode. 
VentManualOn Manual 
Aeration 
BOOL When this tag is energized and the 
VentModeAuto tag is not energized, 
the user can manually toggle between 
ventilation and recirculation modes. 
 
Compare Figure 9 to Figure 10 to view more examples of the differences between 
Administrator and Visitor controls. Changes to the “Administrative Aeration Controls > 
Automatic Aeration Parameters,” will be permanent unless the Administrator returns and 
changes them at a later time. In the same way, if an Administrator changes the system from 
Automatic to Manual mode, the system will stay in that operating mode until the Administrator 
switches it back to Automatic. Also, the Administrator users are allowed to change the blower 
parameters to any values, without restriction (within pre-defined ranges put onto the numeric 
input objects). The Visitor Controls, on the other hand, only allow the user to manually change 
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the aeration mode from recirculation to ventilation on command. Expansion to the actions 
allowed under the visitor control mode may be possible as work on this development continues; 
however, such expansions were outside the scope of the current project. To read more about 
possible changes recommended for the Visitor Controls, see the “Recommendations for 




Figure 10: Administrative Ventilation Controls. Toggling the Aeration Mode from Manual to Automatic will allow users to choose the circumstances necessary for the 




 Again, the full ladder logic corresponding to the HMI display shown here is included and 
can be seen in Appendix 2. In addition to these displays which will be navigable by the 
administrative user, a data-logging screen is included in the system; this screen shows plots of 
data versus time for each of the parameters measured by the aeration sensors (see Figure 11). 
Ultimately, a separate HMI display will exhibit data versus time graphs for each subsystem, 
allowing users observing the system to note changes in air quality, light levels, and irrigation at a 




Figure 11: Aeration System Data Log. Note: Air Velocity sensor is not currently connected to the PLC, but is included on the data log as it will be added later. 
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Lighting System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls 
 The lighting subsystem controls were divided into three categories: Light Calibration, 
Light Movement, and Lamp Power. While portions of the controls for these categories 
overlapped, they were largely independent of each other. Subdividing the subsystem controls 
enhanced the clarity of the ladder logic in the hopes that subsequent work by other individuals 
will be easier to complete. Figure 12 below shows the current Master HMI screen for the 




Figure 12: Master Administrator Light Control HMI Screen. Push buttons beneath “Light Control Modes” heading allow user to switch systems between manual and 
automatic controls. Buttons under “Manual Light Controls” heading will only respond to user when manual Light Movement and Lamp Power controls are enabled. 
Changes to Automatic Calibration Time or numeric inputs below “Automatic Light Parameters” headings will not affect the system unless respective modes are in 
Automatic rather than Manual. 
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Automatic Light Movement 
The automatic Light Movement controls are based on a user-defined desired intensity 
setpoint. When the user changes the setpoint and automatic controls are enabled, the system will 
raise or lower the light so the light intensity hitting the plants falls within a certain dead band 
amount of the setpoint. Depending on how sensitive the plants are to light intensity, the user can 
change the dead band to a wider or narrower range. The automatic light movement controls were 
based on an equation relating light intensity from the lamps to height of the lamps. The equation 
and its derivation were provided by Christian Hitt based on data obtained for his honors thesis 
work to be published in spring 2021. This equation allows the system to operate independently of 
light sensors, which was desirable because plant growth could lead to variability and error in 
light sensing data if sensors became shaded by foliage. An option to include light sensor 
feedback in the automatic movement controls was included, but the administrator can choose to 
turn off sensor adjustment if the light sensors ever become shaded. By converting a user-defined 
intensity setpoint to a corresponding height value using the equation and dividing that height 
value by the velocity at which the linear actuator raises or lowers the lights, the PLC can 
determine the time the linear actuator should raise or lower the lights to achieve the desired 
height and light intensity. Ladder logic used to achieve these controls is included in rungs 16-39, 
shown in Appendix 3 below. 
Automatic Lighting Calibration 
The velocity at which the linear actuator moves the lights is periodically measured by the 
Light Calibration controls. These controls are a programmed sequence of events which can be 
run automatically (at a chosen hour) or manually (at any moment). Unless manual controls are 
left on by the administrator, the calibration will run every twenty-four hours at a time specified 
by the administrator. At the end of the sequence, the velocity value is reset, preventing error if 
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the linear actuator changes speed with age or use. These controls also end with the lights at their 
maximum height, preventing accumulation of error from the light movement equation, which 
could result in an inaccurate light height over time. Proximity switches will be installed to sense 
the upper and lower limits of travel as needed for the calibration process.  Ladder logic used to 
achieve these controls is included in rungs 6-15, shown in Appendix 4 below. 
Automatic Lamp Power 
Automatic Lamp Power controls are based on the clock time. The user can specify a time 
for lights to turn on and another time for them to turn off, and when the PLC registers that clock 
time all three lamps will power on or off. This control was included so administrative users can 
choose to simulate a diurnal cycle, as experienced by plants in natural habitats. Ideas for future 
expansion of Lamp Power controls, including optional control expansion allowing administrators 
to specify the number of lamps to power on or off automatically, and expansion of the light 
system data logging to track on and off times for each individual lamp, are included in the 
“Recommendations for Subsequent Work” section below. Ladder logic used to achieve these 
controls is included in rungs 40-43, shown in Appendix 5 below. 
Manual Lighting Controls 
Manual controls are more straightforward than automatic controls. Manual and automatic 
controls are independent for each of the light control categories, so Administrators can choose to 
turn on manual controls for any individual category they want. If calibration controls are in 
manual mode, the administrative user can press a button to calibrate the lights, and otherwise the 
system will not calibrate. When manual light movement controls are enabled, the administrative 
user can press one button to raise the lights or another button to lower them. The lights will then 
stay at the user-specified height until automatic movement controls are turned on once again. 
Ladder logic used to achieve these controls is included in rungs 7 (Manual Calibration), shown in 
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Appendix 4; 25, 26, 29-39 (Manual Movement), shown in Appendix 3; and 41-43 (Manual Lamp 
Power), shown in Appendix 5. 
Lighting Ladder Logic 
 To perform all the functions outlined in the sections above, complex ladder logic rungs 
and a variety of tags had to be created. Both the light calibration and the light movement control 
loops allow actuation of the digital output which raises the lights and the digital output which 
lowers them. The lamp power control loop has three separate outputs, one for each lamp 
included in the system. 
Timing using the PLC 
Unlike the Aeration controls, timing, both through measuring actual clock time and 
through stopwatch-style timing, was vital for lighting controls. These timing functions required 
different tag datatypes. The first type, “Timer,” was used to create three timer tags in the course 
of the Lighting Control design, one for use in the Calibration sequence, and two for tracking light 
movement. The second type, a DINT (Double-Precison Integer) tag containing a one by seven 
array, was necessary for both Calibration and Lamp Power logic.  
The “Timer” datatype is included as a preset datatype within Studio5000, and includes 
five subtags, “TimerName.EN,” a Boolean tag which is energized when the timer is initially 
turned on, “TimerName.TT,” a Boolean tag which is energized when the timer is timing, 
“TimerName.DN,” a Boolean tag which is energized when the timer reaches a preset “Done” 
time, “TimerName.PRE” which allows users to specify the “Done” time, and 
“TimerName.ACC,” which stores the time accumulated since the timer was energized. For the 
lighting controls, “.EN,” “.TT,” and “.ACC” were the most important sub-tag types. Each timer 




Once a timer has started, the “.EN” tag allows it to keep running when an “Or” branch 
checking for a 1 in the “TimerName.EN” tag is included in the left part of the timer-starting rung 
(Figure 13). For subsequent rungs which require the timer to be started, a command to confirm 
the “.TT” tag value is 1 was added (Figure 14). The “.ACC” tag value can be stored under a 
different tag name (Figure 15) or checked continually to update another tag. For the calibration 
controls, the accumulated time it took to raise the lights from their lowest point to their highest 
point is used to determine the velocity of the linear actuator. For the movement controls, the 
height of the lights is determined at any given time by constantly calculating height based on the 
velocity from the previous calibration and the time elapsed since movement began. For more 
information on these tags, see Table 3 below. To view the full ladder logic, see Appendix 4. 
 
Figure 13: Example of rung to begin a timer. On the first scan when the system is running, lights are in calibration mode 
1, and the lower limit switch is actuated, the Light Calibration Timer will begin accumulating time. Subsequent ladder 
logic rungs tell the system to raise the lights, so the top branch of the “Or” statement on the left will be false after this 
initial scan. To keep the timer timing, subsequent scans will check that the “LightCalTimer.EN” tag is energized. 
 
Figure 14: Example of a rung where a timer should be running. Note the operator checking that the "LightCalTimer.TT" 
tag is energized. If the timer is not running, the PLC will not change the raise the lights and proceed to the next 




Figure 15: Portion of rung 12 showing an example of a ".ACC" tag value being stored under a different tag name. When 
the system is running and enters light calibration mode 3, the timer accumulated by the timer is transferred to the 
LightCalTotalTravelTime tag. This allows calculations to be performed using the travel time obtained during calibration. 





Type Description of Tag Function / Purpose 
LightCalTimer Automatic or 
Manual Light 
Calibration 
Timer This tag stores the time required for the linear 
actuator to raise the lights from the lower limit 
switch to the upper limit switch. This value is 
stored in the LightCalTotalTravelTime tag (see 
Table 5) and used to calculate light movement 
velocity. 




Timer This tag times the lights any time they are raised. 
The accumulated movement time is multiplied 
by the light movement velocity obtained from 
the most recent calibration sequence to 
determine the current location of the lights at 
any given time. 




Timer This tag times the lights any time they are 
lowered. The accumulated movement time is 
multiplied by the light movement velocity 
obtained from the most recent calibration 
sequence to determine the current location of the 
lights at any given time. 
Clock Timing using the PLC 
The clock time tags were used in combination with the “Get System Value” (GSV) 
operator, which obtains the date and time from the programmable logic controller. The seven 
sub-tags are necessary to store the time data which can be retrieved using this operator, the year 
(0), month (1), day (2), hour (3), minute (4), second (5), and millisecond (6). Essentially, this 
means that one tag was created for the Calibration logic and one for the Lamp Power logic, with 
each tag containing seven sub-tags numbered from 0 through 6. Once the tag was created, a rung 
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with only “Get System Value” functions as the operators allows the ladder logic designer to 
obtain date and time information, from the broadest category to the specific category of interest. 
For example, if the operator needed to specify the day for an event, they would include a GSV 
operator to obtain the year, then another to obtain the month, and finally, a GSV operator to 
obtain the day (see Figure 16). 
 
Figure 16: Example of Get System Value (GSV) operator use. For the Lamp Power Automatic controls, the system needs 
to retrieve the hour of the day. In order to retrieve the hour, the Year, Month, and Day must also be retrieved. 
Both the calibration and the lamp power controls were designed to depend on the hour of 
the day. For calibration, the administrator can specify the hour during which they want the light 
to automatically calibrate. When the PLC registers the clock time as being that hour, it will run 
through the calibration system once. This control was achieved by creating the 
“LightCalAutoMode” tag, allowing the PLC to determine the calibration stage at any given time. 
When the system is in LightCalAutoMode 0, the system is waiting to calibrate until the proper 
clock time. When the mode changes to 1, the system lowers the lights until they reach the lower 
limit switch. When the lower limit switch is reached, the mode changes to 2, a timer is started, 
and lights begin rising until they reach the upper limit switch, at which point the timer stops. The 
mode then changes to 3, and the light movement velocity is calculated. The system then moves 
to mode 4, which it will remain in until the clock time no longer equals the prescribed calibration 
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hour, preventing the system from automatically cycling through the calibration sequence 
multiple times during that hour. When the system is in manual mode, the administrator can press 
a button which forces the LightCalAutoMode to change from 0 to 1 and proceed through the 
subsequent calibration steps regardless of clock time. To view all the tags associated with clock 
time, see Table 4. To view key tags associated with light calibration, see  Table 5. 









DINT This tag has seven sub-tags capable of 
storing clock time obtained from the PLC. 
Sub-tag 3, which stores the hour of the day, 





REAL User-defined time for lights to automatically 
calibrate. The tag value is compared to the 
hour value stored in sub-tag 3 (Hour) of 
LightCalAutoTime. When the tag values are 





DINT This tag has seven sub-tags capable of 
storing clock time obtained from the PLC. 
Sub-tag 3, which stores the hour of the day, 
is used to determine when lamps will 




REAL User-defined time for lamps to automatically 
power on. Together, LampPowerAutoOn and 
LampPowerAutoOff can be used to 




REAL User-defined time for lamps to automatically 
power off. Together, LampPowerAutoOn 
and LampPowerAutoOff can be used to 










Description of Tag Function / 
Purpose 
LightCalAutoTime Auto. Light 
Calibration 
DINT See Table 4. 
LightCalAutoTimeRight Auto. Light 
Calibration 
REAL See Table 4. 




BOOL When this tag is energized, automatic 
light calibration mode is on. When it 





BOOL When this tag is energized and lights 
are in manual calibration mode, 
lights will calibrate. 




REAL When calibration is not happening, 
this tag has a value of “0” (Waiting). 
When Lights are in auto calibration 
mode and the time is right, or manual 
calibration mode and calibration is 
requested, calibration will move to 
mode 1 and then proceed through the 








REAL When either the calibration 
sequence, automatic movement 
controls, visitor controls, or manual 
light movement controls tell the 
system to raise the lights, this tag 
value will change to “1” (Raise). 
When any of the aforementioned 
controls tell the system to lower the 
lights, this tag value will change to 
“2” (Lower). 
LightLoLimSwitchOn N/A BOOL When this tag is energized, the lights 
will not move. 
LightUpLimSwitchOn N/A BOOL When this tag is energized, the lights 





Timer See Table 3. 
LightMaxHeight N/A REAL This is the highest the lights can 
possibly be; the value is currently 24 
inches, but could be changed if we 
decide movement should be limited 
to a narrower range. 
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LightCalTotalTravelTime N/A REAL This tag stores the accumulated time 
it takes the system to raise the lights 
from the lower limit switch to the 
upper limit switch. The stored value 
is divided by the maximum height to 
determine the movement velocity. 




REAL This value is calculated every time 
the lights are calibrated based on the 
time required to raise lights from the 
lower limit switch to the upper limit 
switch. 
LightCalculatedIntensity N/A REAL This value is based off the current 
light height and the equation 
obtained by Christian Hitt in his 




REAL When LightCalAutoMode is 1, 2, or 
3 (lights are calibrating), this tag will 
be energized, causing an indicator on 
the HMI to blink. 
 
Preventing Relay Chatter 
As a pre-check to prevent interference with the calibration process, all light movement 
rungs have a requirement for the LightCalAutoMode to be either 0 or 4 prior to any actions on 
their rungs being completed. For automatic light movement controls, administrators can change 
the intensity setpoint, and the lights will adjust to the appropriate height for the plants to receive 
that intensity from the lamps. The light movement controls begin with the option to include light 
sensors in determining the intensity. Because plant growth could lead to shading or other 
interference with light sensor readings, inclusion of sensor feedback was made optional. Whether 
sensors are being used or not, light intensity is calculated using an equation derived by Christian 
Hitt as a part of his honors thesis work to be published in spring 2021. When sensors are being 
used, the difference between the calculated intensity and the measured intensity is calculated, 
and the difference is factored into automatic light movement controls (see rungs 16-19, 
Appendix 3). When sensors are not being used, the difference in intensities is set to zero to avoid 
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interference with subsequent movement controls. Tags associated with Light Sensors are 
described in Table 6. 
Table 6: Light Sensor tags. 
Tag Name 
Tag 
Type Description of Tag Function / Purpose 
LightSensorRawInput INT This tag is an alias for the local input which 
receives the voltage output given as feedback from 
the light sensor. 
LightSensorIntensity INT This tag stores the feedback from the light sensor 
after it has been converted to the appropriate units. 
LightSensorAdjOn BOOL When this tag is energized, calculated light intensity 
will be compared to sensor feedback. 
LightCalculatedIntensity REAL See Table 5. 
LightIntensitySensorVSEqDelta REAL This tag stores the difference between sensed and 
calculated light intensity; when light sensor 
adjustment is off, this tag has a value of 0. The 
value of this tag is added to the LightHeightSetpoint 
and therefore adjusts how much / whether lights 
should move based on sensed intensity when they 
are in auto movement mode. 
 
When the administrative user changes the desired intensity setpoint on the HMI, the 
difference between the new setpoint is calculated and compared to the administrator-defined 
dead band value. If the difference in the new setpoint and the current intensity is too large, a 
Boolean tag is actuated telling the lights they need to move. Another mode, 
LightAutoMoveMode, will then change, telling the lights to either raise or lower depending on 
whether the new setpoint was lower than the current intensity (which would cause the lights to 
rise, mode 1) or higher than the current setpoint (which would cause the lights to lower, mode 2). 
Manual movement controls will disrupt the LightAutoMoveMode settings and allow the user to 
manually raise or lower the lights to a desired height by holding down a momentary-contact push 
button on the HMI. See Table 7 for a list of the key tags involved in the light movement controls. 
The rungs of ladder logic pertaining to light movement are included in Appendix 3. 
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REAL This value is calculated from the 
user-defined desired intensity 
using the intensity as a function of 
height equation derived by 
Christian Hitt as part of his 
honors thesis. When Light 
Sensors are being used, the sensed 
intensity is factored into this 
setpoint value. 




REAL This is the stored value of the 
height of the light fixture at any 
given time. 




REAL When lights begin to either raise 
or lower, the initial height of the 
light fixture (prior to movement) 
is moved from the 
LightCurrentHeight tag to this tag 
to allow changes in height to be 




REAL This is the difference between the 
LightHeightSetpoint and the 




REAL This is the absolute value of the 
LightHeightDelta. It is divided by 
light movement velocity from the 
most recent calibration to 
determine the time the light 
fixture will need to raise or lower 
if movement is required when 
light intensity setpoint is changed. 








REAL This tag stores the value of the 
LightHeightDeltaAbsValue 
divided by the Light Velocity. 
When the lights are moving 
automatically and the Light Raise 
or Light Lower timers (Table 3) 







REAL This is a user-defined value which 
is defines the acceptable range of 
intensity values above and below 
the Light Desired Intensity 
setpoint. Inclusion of a deadband 




BOOL When the difference between the 
current light height and the 
setpoint height based on the 
desired intensity is outside the 
acceptable range based on the 
user-defined deadband, this tag 
will be energized. If automatic 
controls are on, lights will raise or 




REAL When the 
LightMoveNeededBooleanOn tag 
is energized and the setpoint 
height is less than the current 
height, this tag value will be 
changed to “2” (Lower). When 
the LightMoveNeededBooleanOn 
tag is energized and the setpoint 
height is greater than the current 
height, this tag value will be 
changed to “1” (Raise). 
Otherwise, this tag will have a 
value of “0” (Don’t Move). 
LightMoveVisitorManualOn Visitor Light 
Movement 
BOOL When this tag is energized, 
visitors will be able to lower or 
raise the lights using the 
appropriate buttons on the Visitor 
Control HMI screen. 




BOOL When this tag is energized, the 
system is in Automatic Light 
Movement Mode. When it is not 
energized, the system is in 




BOOL When the system is in Manual 
Light Movement Mode and this 
tag is energized, the lights will 
rise. When the system is in 
Automatic Light Movement 
Mode and this tag is energized, 






BOOL When the system is in Manual 
Light Movement Mode and this 
tag is energized, the lights will 
lower. When the system is in 
Automatic Light Movement 
Mode and this tag is energized, 
nothing will happen. 







REAL See Table 5. 
LightUpLimSwitchOn N/A BOOL See Table 5. 





BOOL When the system is running and 
the LightPendingMovementMode 






BOOL When the system is running and 
the LightPendingMovementMode 
is 2 (Lower), this tag will be 
energized. 





Timer See Table 3. 





Timer See Table 3. 
 
When either the calibration or the movement controls tell the lights they need to move, 
the LightRaiseDO tag or the LightLowerDO tag will send 24V to the proper output to power the 
linear actuator. As this happens, a timer will start, and the ladder logic will multiply the velocity 
from the last calibration to the elapsed move time and update a numeric display on the HMI, 
allowing the user to see the current height of the lights at any given time (rungs 35 and 36, 
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Appendix 3). As an additional precaution to avoid accumulation of error in height calculations, 
the system is set to check the current height value and compare it to the maximum height (24 
inches) and the minimum height (0) inches. If the current height value is ever calculated as 
greater than 24 inches, the system overrides the height calculation with a value of 24 (rung 38, 
Appendix 3). Likewise, if the current height value is ever negative, the system overrides the 
height calculation with a value of 0 (rung 39, Appendix 3). 
The ladder logic for the lamp power controls was very straightforward. A clock time tag 
was created (Table 4), and the administrative user can input values for an on-time and an off-
time using the HMI. When the clock hour reaches the on-time specified by the administrator, the 
lamps will turn on if automatic controls are on. When the clock time is outside the off-time 
value, the lamps will automatically turn off. If manual lamp power controls are on, the 
administrator can individually turn lamps one, two, and three on or off at will, and they will stay 
on until either the administrator turns them off or turns the system back to automatic controls and 
the proper clock time is reached. The tags necessary to achieve these controls are included in 
Table 8, and the rungs of ladder logic are shown in Appendix 5. 
Table 8: Lamp Power tags. 
Tag Name Associated 
Tag Mode 




DINT See Table 4. 
LampPowerAutoTimeOn Automatic 
Lamp Power 
REAL See Table 4. 
LampPowerAutoTimeOff Automatic 
Lamp Power 
REAL See Table 4. 
LampPowerAutoModeOn Automatic or 
Manual Lamp 
Power 
BOOL When this tag is energized 
automatic lamp power controls 
are on. When this tag is not 
energized, lamp power controls 
are on manual. 
LampPowerVisitorManualOn Visitor Lamp 
Power 
BOOL When this tag is on, visitors can 
manually power lamps on or 
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off using the Visitor Master 
Control HMI screen. 
LampOneManualOn Manual Lamp 
Power 
BOOL When this tag is energized and 
lamp power is in manual mode, 
lamp one will power on. 
LampTwoManualOn Manual Lamp 
Power 
BOOL When this tag is energized and 
lamp power is in manual mode, 
lamp two will power on. 
LampThreeManualOn Manual Lamp 
Power 
BOOL When this tag is energized and 
lamp power is in manual mode, 
lamp three will power on. 
LampOneEnergize N/A BOOL When this tag is energized, 
lamp one will receive 24V of 
power and turn on. 
LampTwoEnergize N/A BOOL When this tag is energized, 
lamp two will receive 24V of 
power and turn on. 
LampThreeEnergize N/A BOOL When this tag is energized, 
lamp three will receive 24V of 
power and turn on. 
 
The Data Logging for the lights is currently fairly basic, tracking only the Light Intensity over 
time and showing on screen how light intensity changes over a 24-hour period (Figure 17). In the 




Figure 17: Light Intensity Data Log. 
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System Testing  
 A series of protocols was developed to systematically test the functionality of the ladder 
logic and HMI controls. The full protocols, found in Appendix 6, were planned to walk through 
each portion of the system controls and cover all aspects of the completed ladder logic and HMI 
screens, including emergency stop, reset, and start controls, visitor controls, aeration system 
controls (both automatic and manual), and lighting system controls (both automatic and manual). 
Some of the Aeration functionality was not tested in this prototype configuration but was 
verified to work in an earlier version. Some of the light movement functionaliy has not yet been 
successfully de-bugged at the present time. This will be completed after this semester has 
concluded. Tables 9, 10 and 11, below, show a summary of the extent of the development and 
testing that has been completed to date, listing functions tested to assess the emergency stop 
controls, emergency reset controls, and visitor controls, respectively. Aeration controls testing 
was summarized in Table 12. The lighting system testing protocol was broken into three sub-
sections – calibration, movement, and lamp power control testing – covered in Tables 13, 14, and 
15, respectively. Each table includes columns for: pseudo-code, ladder logic, HMI, and 
functional testing, and indicates if each of these development steps have been completed. Some 
functions, such as login and screen navigation, required no pseudo-code or ladder logic, and 
some of the more complex system functionality requires additional de-bugging to be completed 
later. Table 16: Miscellaneous Additional Testing does not have a full testing protocol in 




















Automatic Aeration Controls Y Y Y N 
Manual Aeration Controls Y Y Y N 
Automatic Light Calibration Y Y Y Y 
Manual Light Calibration Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Light Movement Y Y Y Y 
Manual Light Movement Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Lamp Power Y Y Y Y 
Manual Lamp Power Y Y Y Y 
Visitor Controls Y Y Y Y 
 
















Automatic Aeration Controls Y Y Y N 
Manual Aeration Controls Y Y Y N 
Automatic Light Calibration Y Y Y Y 
Manual Light Calibration Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Light Movement Y Y Y Y 
Manual Light Movement Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Lamp Power Y Y Y Y 
Manual Lamp Power Y Y Y Y 





















Login N/A N/A Y Y 
Manual Control Enabling Y Y Y N 
Lamp Power Y Y Y Y 
Light Raising Y Y Y Y 
Light Lowering Y Y Y Y 
Ventilation Control Y Y Y Y 
Recirculation Control Y Y Y Y 
System Diagram N/A N/A Y Y 
Screen Navigation N/A N/A Y Y 
 

















Auto. Temperature Setpoints Y Y Y N 
Auto. Carbon Dioxide Setpoints Y Y Y N 
Auto. Rel. Humidity Setpoints Y Y Y N 
Manual Recirculation Y Y Y Y 
Manual Ventilation Y Y Y Y 
Data Logging Y Y Y Y 
 

















Automatic Calibration, Lights On Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Calibration, Lights Off Y Y Y Y 
Manual Calibration, Lights On Y Y Y Y 
Manual Calibration, Lights Off Y Y Y Y 




















Automatic Movement Y Y Y N 
Current Height Tracking Y Y Y N 
Intensity Setpoint Y Y Y N 
Light Sensor Feedback Adjust Y Y Y N 
Manual Light Raising Y Y Y Y 
Manual Light Lowering Y Y Y Y 
Upper Limit Switch Y Y Y Y 
Lower Limit Switch Y Y Y Y 
 















Lamp One Manual On/Off Y Y Y Y 
Lamp Two Manual On/Off Y Y Y Y 
Lamp Three Manual On/Off Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Power On Time Y Y Y Y 
Automatic Power Off Time Y Y Y Y 
Height Adjustment due to 
Light Sensor Feedback 
Y Y Y N 
 
















Administrator Login N/A N/A Y Y 
Default User Controls N/A N/A Y Y 
Screen Navigation N/A N/A Y Y 
Data Logging N/A N/A Y Y 
Startup N/A N/A Y Y 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Summary 
 This thesis included development and preliminary testing of automated controls for a 
climate-controlled plant growth chamber. The chamber is being completed as an educational tool 
for prospective students of the Biological Engineering program at the University of Arkansas. 
These students include both visiting high school seniors, and freshmen students going through 
the First Year Engineering (FEP) Program at the U of A. The system is being designed as a 
showpiece illustrating the skills gained by students within the program, including bio-systems 
design and management, equipment selection and sizing, and automated system control design. 
 The controls completed for this work were for two of the three key subsystems of the 
plant growth chamber. The three subsystems are Irrigation, Lighting, and Ventilation, with 
controls for the Lighting and Aeration subsystems being the focus of this work. Both systems 
required automatic and manual control modes based on specific system requirements. Once 
requirements were determined, two software packages, Studio5000 and FactoryTalk View 
Studio, were used to design ladder logic and an integrated Human-Machine Interface (HMI), 
allowing users to control the system from a connected touchscreen. 
 Lighting controls designed allow for automated or manual light movement, calibration, 
and power. Aeration controls completed enable automated or manual cycling between either 
Recirculation or Ventilation modes based on sensor readings and system requirements. In 
addition to these controls, overall system controls including two logins, Administrator or Visitor, 
and emergency stop, reset, and start modes were designed. Preliminary testing of the 
functionality of these controls was completed, but limited additional de-bugging is required. 
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Because this work is part of an ongoing project, plans for necessary and potential future design 
expansion were included. 
Recommendations for Subsequent Work 
The work covered in this paper is part of an ongoing project, and as such it is useful to 
provide ideas for expansion of the controls designed thus far. All items listed here are 
suggestions for future work which may or may not be completed at a later date. With this being 
said, the following paragraphs cover suggested avenues for expansion of current system controls, 
as well as additional system functionality which is recommended. 
The chief work remaining to completely automate the plant growth chamber is 
development and implementation of ladder logic and HMI for control of the irrigation system. 
Controls for this system should include automatic timing to run the pump, manual pump on/off 
controls, nutrient sensing, and automatic nutrient dispensing. In addition to the irrigation 
controls, inclusion of a physical emergency stop button (with a built-in function to alert an 
administrator if it has been pressed by a visitor), is recommended. 
Ideally, all Visitor controls will be made temporary, meaning the system will revert to 
Automatic Administrator control parameters after a certain amount of elapsed idle time. 
Additionally, Visitor controls may be expanded beyond their current limits to allow users limited 
access to automatic controls. This limited access could allow users to change system setpoints 
such as light power times, desired light intensity, and temperature, relative humidity, or carbon 
dioxide setpoints. If such access is provided, controls should hopefully be constrained, meaning 
users can only change the setpoints to values within a certain, limited range. These constrictions 
to the Visitor controls will protect the system from prolonged unsuitable conditions or severe 
changes in air quality and light intensity which could shock the system. The system diagram 
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currently included on the Visitor Control Master screen could be expanded to include animations 
or pop-up screens providing more information on the various systems controlled. These elements 
could also be added to the default Main login screen for interested passers-by. Inclusion of such 
elements would enhance the educational experience of visitors, both students and members of the 
general public. 
Expansion of existing administrative controls is also possible. While the current 
automatic Lamp Power controls only specify the hours during which all three lamps are powered 
on or off, it may be desirable for the system to power on only one or two lamps based on the 
desired intensity. If this fine-tuning were included, users would be able to expand the range of 
intensities the plants could experience. It may be also useful to rename lamp power settings to 
“Lamp Photo-Period Controls” or something similar, so administrators are not mislead into 
thinking the output of individual lamps is adjustable over a range. 
User testing of the HMI would also be beneficial. While this testing was foregone in the 
current work due to COVID-19 concerns and time constraints, feedback from users unfamiliar 
with the project would be helpful to allow improvements to the user experience. Such testing will 
reveal any aspects of the HMI which are unclear or frustrating to Visitors and possible 
Administrators. While multiple rounds of HMI user testing would be best, the system is currently 
ready for a first round of user testing. Based on responses from the first tests, alterations can be 
made and subsequent testing can ensue. 
Prior to user testing, test administrators should decide whether students or members of 
the more general public should test the system. Additionally, administrators should decide 
whether those testing the HMI should receive some guidance, such as an outline with tasks to 
perform, or whether should be given only a description of the chamber and its capabilities and 
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then allowed to navigate and explore the system without prompting. Because the chamber and its 
controls are meant to be an educational tool for visitors to the department, it may be useful to test 
a group of users under both conditions. 
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Appendix 1: Overall Process Control Logic 
 
 
This appendix contains the ladder logic which governs the emergency stop, reset, and start 
controls, as well as the Visitor Controls. Note the comments above each rung help to explain 
what each rung is supposed to accomplish. See Overall Process Control Ladder Logic and HMI 











Appendix 2: Aeration System Ladder Logic 
 
This appendix contains the ladder logic which governs the Manual, Automatic, and Visitor 
Aeration Controls. Note the comments above each rung help to explain what each rung is 
supposed to accomplish. See Aeration System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls section in the 
body of this report for corresponding Table 2, Figures 10 and 11, and Overall Process Control 










Appendix 3: Light Movement Ladder Logic 
 
This appendix contains the ladder logic which governs the Manual, Automatic, and Visitor Light 
Movement Controls. Note the comments above each rung help to explain what each rung is 
supposed to accomplish. See Lighting System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls section in the 




























Appendix 4: Light Calibration Ladder Logic 
 
This appendix contains the ladder logic which governs the Manual and Automatic Light 
Calibration Controls. Note the comments above each rung help to explain what each rung is 
supposed to accomplish. See Lighting System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls section in the 

















Appendix 5: Lamp Power Ladder Logic 
 
This appendix contains the ladder logic which governs the Manual, Automatic, and Visitor Lamp 
Power Controls. Note the comments above each rung help to explain what each rung is supposed 
to accomplish. See Lighting System Ladder Logic and HMI Controls section for corresponding 









Appendix 6: Testing Protocols (Full Format) 
 
The following is a full outline of the control testing for the HMI and ladder logic designed for 
this thesis. Green highlighting indicates the test was passed. Cyan highlighting indicates the 
system could not be tested currently; most of this highlighting is due to current separation 
between the lighting system and the plant growth chamber. Yellow highlighting indicates the 
testing is not complete, but the answer should be “Yes.” Purple highlighting indicates the testing 
is not complete, but the answer should be “No.” Red highlighting indicates the system failed to 
pass the test / answer correctly. 
 
Highlighting Color Code 
Color Meaning 
Green Test was passed. 
Cyan Test incomplete. 
Yellow Test incomplete, answer of “Yes” will pass 
test. 
Purple Test incomplete, answer of “No” will pass 
test. 




Emergency Control Testing Protocol 
1. Emergency Stop Testing. 
a. Stopped aeration testing. 
i. Start with aeration system in Automatic and Recirculation Mode. 
ii. Press Virtual “Stop” Button. 
1. Did aeration system switch to ventilation mode? 
iii. Change the maximum CO2 setpoint so that the current CO2 concentration 
measured is greater than it. 
1. Did the aeration system stay in ventilation mode? 
iv. Change the minimum CO2 setpoint so that the current CO2 concentration 
is less than it. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
v. Change the high temperature setpoint so the current temperature exceeds 
it. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
vi. Change the low temperature setpoint so the current temperature is below 
it. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
vii. Repeat steps (v.) and (vi.) for the maximum and minimum relative 
humidity setpoints. 
viii. Change aeration system to Manual Mode. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
ix. Press Manual Recirculation virtual button. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
x. Press virtual “Reset” and “Start” buttons. 
xi. Set aeration system to Automatic and Ventilation Modes. 
1. Repeat steps (ii.) – (v.) checking that system stays in ventilation 
mode throughout the checks. 
b. Stopped lighting calibration testing. 
i. Start with lighting system calibrating (in calibration mode 1, 2, or 3) and 
in automatic calibration mode. 
ii. Press Virtual “Stop” Button. 
1. Did calibration stop (mode switch to 0)? 
iii. Change to manual calibration mode. 
iv. Press Manual Calibration button. 
1. Did the system stay in calibration mode 0 (no change in calibration 
status)? 
c. Test Stopped Visitor Controls. 
i. After completing step (a.) above, with system Stopped and aeration 
subsystem in ventilation mode, navigate to visitor control screen. 
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1. Did the aeration system stay in ventilation mode? 
ii. Press manual Recirculation button. 
1. Did the system stay in ventilation mode? 
iii. Press and hold the “Raise Lights” button. 
1. Do the lights move? 
iv. Press and hold the “Lower Lights” button. 
1. Do the lights move? 
v. Try turning Lamp One on and off. 
1. Does its status change? 
vi. Try turning Lamp Two on and off. 
1. Does its status change? 
vii. Try turning Lamp Three on and off. 
1. Does its status change? 
2. Emergency Reset Testing. 
a. Repeat Emergency Stop Testing steps (a). – (c.), except with system in “Ready” 
instead of “Stopped” mode. 
3. Emergency Start Testing. 
a. Proceed with all following testing protocols (Visitor Controls Testing, Aeration 
System Testing, and Lighting System Testing). 
Visitor Controls Testing Protocol 
1. Begin with Light Movement, Lamp Power, and Aeration controls set to automatic. 
2. Ensure time setpoints are set such that lamps are powered OFF. 
3. Navigate to default Main Login HMI display and log out of administrative controls so the 
system is logged in as Default user. 
4. Login using username “Visitor” and password “0909.” 
a. Can you access Administrative controls? 
b. Can you use the system shutdown button on the Default Main Login HMI 
display? 
5. Access Visitor Control Screen. 
a. Did system change to manual controls? 
b. Turn Lamp 1 on, then off. 
i. Did lamp one indicator on HMI display change from gray to yellow? 
c. Turn Lamp 2 on, then off. 
i. Did lamp two indicator on HMI display change from gray to yellow? 
d. Turn Lamp 3 on, then off. 
i. Did lamp three indicator on HMI display change from gray to yellow? 
e. Raise the Lights. 
i. Do Lights stop once upper limit switch is reached? 
ii. Does Current Height tag value change to equal the maximum height? 
f. Lower the Lights. 
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i. Do Lights stop once lower limit switch is reached? 
ii. Does Current Height tag value change to equal zero? 
g. Switch aeration mode from Recirculation to Ventilation. 
i. Did text on HMI display change to reflect aeration mode change? 
h. Switch aeration mode from Ventilation to Recirculation. 
i. Did text on HMI display change to reflect aeration mode change? 
6. Return to default Main Login HMI display. 
a. Did VisitorControlOn tag value change from “1” to “0”? 
b. Did Light Movement, Lamp Power, and Aeration controls switch back to 
automatic? 
7. Log out of Visitor controls so the system is logged in as Default user. 
a. Can you access Administrative controls? 
b. Can you access Visitor controls? 
c. Can you use the system shutdown button on the default Main Login HMI display? 
Aeration System Testing Protocol 
1. Begin with system logged in as Default user on the default Main Login HMI display. 
2. Log in with username “Admin” and password “1324.” 
a. Can you access Administrative controls? 
b. Can you access Visitor controls? 
c. Can you use the system shutdown button on the default Main Login HMI display? 
3. Navigate to administrative aeration controls. 
a. Change aeration to automatic mode and make sure it begins in recirculation. 
i. Change the maximum temperature setpoint so the system should ventilate. 
1. Does the system begin ventilating? 
2. When the temperature lowers to an acceptable level, does the 
system switch back to recirculation? 
ii. Change the maximum relative humidity so the system should ventilate. 
1. Does the system begin ventilating? 
2. When the relative humidity lowers to an acceptable level, does the 
system switch back to recirculation? 
iii. Change the minimum CO2 so the system should ventilate. 
1. Does the system begin ventilating? 
2. When the CO2 concentration rises to an acceptable level, does the 
system switch back to recirculation? 
b. Change aeration to manual mode. 
i. Do Automatic Aeration parameter setpoints remain set? 
ii. Toggle between Recirculation and Ventilation modes. 
1. When Recirculation mode is on, does the “Current Chamber Air 
Conditions > Blower Mode” display change to “Recirculation?” 
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2. When Ventilation mode is on, does the “Current Chamber Air 
Conditions > Blower Mode” display change to “Ventilation?” 
c. Change aeration back to auto mode. 
i. Did the aeration subsystem automatically toggle to the correct mode based 
on the automatic aeration parameters? 
Lighting System Testing Protocol 
1. Lighting Calibration Testing. 
a. In Administrative controls, set Lighting Calibration to Automatic while lights are 
ON. 
b. Press Manual calibration button. 
i. Did anything change (Lights raise or lower, timer begin, etc.)? 
c. Change automatic calibration start time to the current clock hour (military time). 
i. Does the calibration light indicator begin flashing? 
ii. Do the lights begin by lowering until they reach the lower limit switch? 
1. While Lights are lowering, try to manually make lights rise. 
a. Did anything happen (clicking, short-circuit, etc.)? 
iii. When lights reach lower limit switch, does the calibration timer begin 
accumulating time as the lights begin to rise? 
iv. Do the lights continue rising until they reach the upper limit switch? 
1. While Lights are raising, try to manually make lights lower. 
a. Did anything happen (clicking, short-circuit, etc.)? 
v. When the upper limit switch is reached, do lights stop moving? 
vi. Does the accumulated time transfer from the calibration timer to the total 
travel time tag? 
vii. Does the light velocity tag value change? 
viii. Is the Light Current Height tag equal to the maximum height possible for 
the lights? 
ix. Did the calibration light indicator stop flashing when the lights stopped 
moving? 
x. Did the LightCalAutoMode tag value switch to 4? 
xi. Did the light calculated intensity value change? 
xii. Is the light calculated intensity value approximately equal to the measured 
light value from the sensor? 
d. Wait until the current clock hour has progressed to one hour past the automatic 
calibration start time chosen. 
i. Did the LightCalAutoMode tag value switch from 4 to 0? 
e. Repeat steps (b.) and (c.) while lights are OFF. 
f. With Lighting Calibration in Manual, press manual calibration button. 
i. Does the calibration light indicator begin flashing? 
ii. Do the lights begin by lowering until they reach the lower limit switch? 
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iii. When lights reach lower limit switch, does the calibration timer begin 
accumulating time as the lights begin to rise? 
iv. Do the lights continue rising until they reach the upper limit switch? 
v. When the upper limit switch is reached, do lights stop moving? 
vi. Does the accumulated time transfer from the calibration timer to the total 
travel time tag? 
vii. Does the light velocity tag value change? 
viii. Is the Light Current Height tag equal to the maximum height possible for 
the lights? 
ix. Did the calibration light indicator stop flashing when the lights stopped 
moving? 
x. Did the LightCalAutoMode tag value switch to 4? 
xi. Did the light calculated intensity value change? 
xii. Is the light calculated intensity value approximately equal to the measured 
light intensity value from the sensor? 
2. Lighting Movement Testing. 
a. In Administrative controls, set Lighting Movement to Automatic. 
i. Change Desired Intensity parameter until it is lower than the current value. 
1. Did the lights rise? 
2. Check the Light Current Height tag; does it reflect the correct 
height value? 
ii. Repeat (i.) with a Desired Intensity setpoint sufficiently low that lights 
should raise to upper limit. 
1. Did the lights raise to the upper limit switch? 
2. Did the upper limit switch energize? 
3. Check the Light Current Height tag; is it set to the maximum 
height value? 
iii. Change Desired Intensity parameter until it is higher than the current 
value. 
1. Did the lights lower? 
2. Check the Light Current Height tag; does it reflect the correct 
height value? 
iv. Repeat (iii.) with a Desired Intensity setpoint sufficiently high that lights 
should lower to the lower limit switch. 
1. Did the lights lower to the lower limit switch? 
2. Did the lower limit switch energize? 
3. Check the Light Current Height tag; is it set to zero? 
v. Set the Desired Intensity to a value sufficiently high that lights are 
approximately halfway between upper and lower limit. 
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vi. Calculate a new, smaller Intensity Deadband value such that the difference 
between the Calculated Light Intensity and Desired Intensity is greater 
than ½ the deadband. 
vii. Change the Intensity Deadband value in the HMI to this calculated value. 
1. Did the lights raise? 
2. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to reflect the 
difference in light height? 
viii. Determine a new Desired Intensity value such that the difference between 
the Calculated Light Intensity and Desired Intensity is less than ½ the 
deadband. 
ix. Change the Desired Intensity value in the HMI to this calculated value. 
1. Did the lights lower? 
2. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to reflect the 
difference in light height? 
b. Set Lighting Movement to Manual. 
i. Press and hold the “Raise Lights” virtual button to raise the lights to a 
height between the upper and lower limit switches. 
1. Did the lights rise? 
2. When the button was no longer pressed, did the lights stop 
moving? 
3. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to reflect the new 
height? 
ii. Press and hold the “Raise Lights” virtual button to raise the lights to the 
upper limit switch. 
1. Did the lights stop rising when the linear actuator reached the 
upper limit switch? 
2. Did the upper limit switch energize? 
3. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to equal the 
maximum height? 
iii. Press and hold the “Lower Lights” virtual button to lower the lights, 
stopping before reaching the lower limit switch. 
1. Did the lights lower? 
2. Did the lights stop lowering when the button was no longer 
pressed? 
3. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to reflect the new 
height? 
iv. Press and hold the “Lower Lights” virtual button to lower the lights to the 
lower limit switch. 
1. Did the lights stop lowering when the linear actuator reached the 
lower limit switch? 
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2. Did the lower limit switch energize? 
3. Did the Light Current Height tag value change to equal zero? 
3. Lamp Power Testing. 
a. In Administrative controls, set Lamp Power Mode and Light Movement Mode to 
Automatic. 
b. Change time on and time off setpoints so lamps should currently be on. 
i. Are lamps on? 
c. Change time on and time off setpoints so lamps should currently be off. 
i. Did lamps turn off? 
ii. Did the lamps lower until they reached the lower limit switch? 
d. Change the time on and time off setpoints so lamps should be on again. 
i. Did the lamps turn back on? 
ii. Did the lamps return to the proper height based on the Desired Intensity 
setpoint? 
e. Set Lamp Power Mode to Manual. 
i. Can you toggle Lamp One on and off? 
1. Turn on Light Sensor Adjustment. 
a. When Lamp One is off, did lights lower? 
b. When Lamp One is back on, did lights return to their 
previous height? 
ii. Can you toggle Lamp Two on and off? 
1. Turn on Light Sensor Adjustment. 
a. When Lamp Two is off, did lights lower? 
b. When Lamp Two is back on, did lights return to their 
previous height? 
iii. Can you toggle Lamp Three on and off? 
1. Turn on Light Sensor Adjustment. 
a. When Lamp Three is off, did lights lower? 
b. When Lamp Three is back on, did lights return to their 
previous height? 
f. Set Light Movement Mode to Manual and Lamp Power Mode to Automatic. 
g. Change time on and time off setpoints so lamps should currently be on. 
i. Are lamps on? 
h. Change time on and time off setpoints so lamps should currently be off. 
i. Did lamps turn off? 
ii. Turn on Light Sensor Adjustment, if it is off. 
1. Did the lamps move? 
i. Change the time on and time of setpoints so lamps should be on again. 
i. Did the lamps turn back on? 
ii. Turn on Light Sensor Adjustment, if it is off. 
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1. Did the lamps move? 
j. Set Lamp Power Mode to Manual with Light Sensor Adjustment on. 
i. Can you toggle Lamp One on and off? 
1. When Lamp One is off, did lights lower? 
2. When Lamp One is back on, did lights rise? 
ii. Can you toggle Lamp Two on and off? 
1. When Lamp Two is off, did lights lower? 
2. When Lamp Two is back on, did lights rise? 
iii. Can you toggle Lamp Three on and off? 
1. When Lamp Three is off, did lights lower? 
2. When Lamp Three is back on, did lights rise? 
 
